
Volume 3, Number 1, August 1979 — now an official BSFA publication, and -the 
fiS to be edited by Joseph Nicholas, 2 Wilmot Way, Canberley, Surrey GU15 
1JA, to whom all review copies of new SF paperbacks should.be sent. Reviews 
this issue are by Alan Borey, Dave Langford, Ian Maule, Keith Plunkett, and 
ne — far too many of then by ne, in fact, but this should be rectified in 
future issues, with any reasonable degree of luck. Watch this space.

E IS FOR EDITORIAL
What on earth, you nay be thinking, is a fannish.fan doing editing a sercon 
fanzine? An I not just another of those swaggering loud-nouthed drunkards 
more concerned to discuss the indiscretions of ny fellow fans.than the 
achievements of those SF writers we all claim to read and admire? Well, no; 
and anyone who seriously believes that an interest in SF per se is necessarily 
precluded by the fact that I spend a large part of ny tine at conventions in 
the bar with ny friends is surely privy to a logic of which the world's, 
philophers know not; and would they please inform said philosophers of it 
before they make any more embarrassing gaffes. (Besides, it's difficult to 
swagger when you’re wearing a shoulder bag.)
Which doesn't mean that I like all SF, however, since I believe Sturgeon's 
Law is still as valid as ever — although this is a subject upon which I 
won't dwell further here, because strong indications of my standards can be 
gleaned from some of the reviews appearing in this and future issues. Bu 
just for the record: I discovered SF .(along with girls, .rock music and 
inarticulate teenage rebellion) at'the age of thirteen in 196?, read almos 
nothing else between the ages of fifteen and twenty-one, and have since 
found much of it naive, hollow and predictable; over the past four years my 
literary horizons have been steadily broadening to include a variety of 
material that, by and large, makes even the best SF look distinctly lifeless 
and in consequence some of my reviews will probably appear overharsh. Still, 
the ghetto walls are at last coming down (despite the efforts of such 
reactionary old hacks as Lester Del Rey and George Scithers), and I therefore 
feel that the old internal critical standards — "SF-as-compared-with-other- 
gptt — are no longer tenable; the big wide world of mainstream fiction is all 
around us, and to ignore it would b.e futile.
Next time, if anyone's interested, I might expound further upon such topics 
— although it probably won't do my case any good to reveal that I can.of ten 
be maddeningly paradoxical: for instance, my loathing for space opera is usually 
quite intense, yet I think Star Wars is one of the best movies I've ever seen. 
And there are various other instances you'll discover as we go along which, 
if nothing else, will at least demonstrate that the split-brain hypothesis 
is alive and well and living in Camberley, eh wot?

should.be
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Alfred Bester — TIGERJ TIGER.* (Penguin, 249pp, 95pl
Oh come onj Do you really need me (or anyone else, for that matter) to write 
yoi oFthis? Godfemit, it'd one of the best SF novels ever bitten
— and if you haven't yet read it you should he thoroughly ashamed of yourself. 
Rush out and buy it immediately j

■Tames Blish — THE WARRIORS OF DAY (Arrow, 152pp, 95b)

This book was originally copyrighted 1951, and I'm damned if I can make head or 
tail of it. Try a brief plot synopsis on for size: Earthman Tipton Bond is 
transported to the planet Xota by some uncomprehended occult means, gets himself 
acclaimed as its people's long-awaited Sword of Mahrt, leads them into battle 
against the all-conquering Warriors of Day and eventually achieves godhood via 
incarceration in a giant stone statue —• all of which is so thoroughly 
melodramatic and unlikely that you almost don't notice the partly-formed 
theological metaphor struggling to escape from the swamp of J10®6, 
escape it doesn’t, Blish's intellect having again surrendered to the baleful 
glare of the misshapen monster that still shambles zombielike about the lower 
levels of SF. It's at times like this that I wish Blish had been bom — and, 
more importantly, had started writing — ten years later than he wras/did, 
because then he might never have been troubled by the monster at all.

Ben Bova — THE MULTIPLE MAN (Sphere, 187PP, 90pl
An SF-thriller-detective novel, about a conspiracy to assassinate the President 
of the USA, and there appears to be more than one such President. More than 
this I cannot reveal, lest I give away too much of the plot upon which this 
novel depends for its surprises — although as it seems to be aimed at a 
supposedly less imaginative mainstream audience, SF readers are likely to be 
always one step ahead of the events anyway. Still, it's fun but horribly 
marred by its style, Bova apparently regarding the fullstop as a viable all- 
purpose substitute for the comma and semi-colon, thus generating vast quantities 
of short, punchy (and often ungrammatical).sentences which didn't half offend 
my delicate artistic sensibilities. Even so, someone should tell him that the 
racey, snappy journalese so favoured by the tabloid press has nothing whatever 
to do with literature.

Ben Bova — COLONY (Magnum, 470pp« £1.35)
Colony's cover blurb makes it sound quite enjoyable, and I know several people 
who weren't disappointed by it, either; but I'm afraid I just couldn t get on 
with it. It’s big, yes, and it has a nicely convoluted plot, and lots of action, 
and a cast of hundreds, but....well, it all seems so maddeningly superficial, 
with not the slightest trace of depth. Perhaps that’s due more to Bova's style 
than anything else: like The Multiple Man, short, bitty sentences predominate, 
and the pace is in consequence so breathless and so headlong that that the 
reflection and introspection necessary to build the convincing characters 
without whom fiction can never become "real" or meaningful is totally lacking. 
And then again, perhaps it's more the fault of SF itself: in his book review 
column in the July Fantasy & Science Fiction, George Zebrowski pointed out 
that far too much of it concentrates on plot-action at the expense of 
character, thus inevitably sacrificing itself to glibriess, naivete and,wishful- 
thinking; and I can but wholeheartedly agree with him., Particularly with 
respect to this novel, since who can possibly believe in a near-future (year 
2008) background in which rival multinational companies have collaborated in 
the building of an O'Neill cylinder in near-EMfth orbit and in which, so help 
me, nuclear war on Earth has actually been outlawed?

Reviewing its original Pocket Books’ (US) edition in the first Omni, Robert 
Anton Wi 1 son remarked that it might win a Hugo, and his remark is quoted on 
the first page of this edition; but as we now know, it didn't even make this 
year’s final ballot — which surprises me no end, siftce' Coigw strikes,me as 
the sort of novel that the average undiscriminating Hugo voter would simply 
lap up. * '
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Marion Zimmer Bradley — THE PLANET S.A VERS and THE WORLD WRECKERS (A±row) 

At the back, unless Alan Dorey completely misses the deadline....

Algis Budrys — THE UNEXPECTED DIMENSION (Fontana, 17.4PJW 9^p)? MICHAMAS 
(Fontana, 221pp, 95p), WHO? (Fontana, 189pp, 95pl

I shouldn’t really have to say much about these three books beyond stating 
that they're all required reading, but.... The Unexpected Dimension is a 
collection of shorts last published in the UK in 1962, and congratulations 
to Ibntana for getting it back into print. It contains "The Bad Of Summer", 
"The Distant Sound Of Engines", "Never Meet Again", "The Burning World", 
"First To Serve", "Go And Behold Them", and "The Executioner", all of them 
expertly demonstrating Budrys’s talent for "offstage" stories in which the 
main events affect the protagonist only indirectly; he is, more than anything 
else, a chronicler of character rather than ideas, and SF has all too few 
such writers. Dammit, fiction is about character; and the distinct lack of 
characterisation in SF is probably the main reason why so much of it is so 
bad.
But to return to Budrvs... .Michaelmas is the most recent of his novels (the 
first since The Iron Thom, back ln~1967), and is named after its protagonist 
Laurent Michaelmas, who seems no more than a renowned international TV news 
reporter but through his computerised sidekick Domino, a gestalt being 
composed of several pirated memory banks, is instead the effective ruler of 
the world. Not that this novel is about ruling the world, mind you, since 
Michaelmas’s network chief sends him to investigate a supposedly dead 
astronaut whom an exclusive Swiss clinic has now patched back together. In 
due course, Michaelmas discovers that the astronaut.is not what he seems — 
and in consequence the novel undergoes a violent shift of emphasis, loses 
all psychological depth, and is ultimately disappointing. But I d urge you 
to buy it anyway, since Budrys is one of those few SF.writers who can really 
write; there’s nothing special about his style, but his prose has a grace 
that most of his contemporaries can never hope to attain.
Who? is probably his most famous novel, and without it your collection is 
wo’eTully deficient. It revolves around a question of identity;.Lucas 
Mart inn, a physicist working on an unspecified secret project, is half-killed 
in a laboratory explosion but reconstructed in a hospital on.the Other Side, 
which gives him a featureless metal ovoid in place of his original head and 
thus poses This Side’s security with a virtually insoluble problem — is he 
the original Martino, or a planted double? Put so baldly it sounds no more 
than a simple-minded SF detective story, but is of course considerably 
subtler — although I do wish the final solution had been phrased in rather 
more ambiguous terms that it actually is, since that would have heightened 
the psychological element of it no end.
A large number of SF writers are labelled "great"; Budrys is one of the few 
who genuinely deserve the accolade.

Gordon R. Dickson — NECROMANCER (Sphere, 189pp,85e1

This has often been called a "minor classic", of SF, but I must admit I can’t 
see why. Perhaps because of its scarcity value — in this country at any 
rate, since the most recent UK edition was (l think) a Four Square one back 
around the mid-sixties. Anyway: it’s supposed to be the essential prologue 
to the Eorsai series, the book that provides the raison d’etre for the whole 
thing, and as such it works reasonably well (if a little oddly, since the 
element of fantasy with which it’s been infused sticks out like a sore thumb;. 
But I hadn’t read more than fifty pages of it before I began to develop a 
strange suspicion which the next fifty pages confirmed outright: Dickson, 
has lifted its theme (ordinary man discovers himself to possess extraordinary 
mental capabilities) and much of its plot almost wholesale from A. E. Van 
Vogt's The World Of Null-A. — which is of course quite unforgiveable.

: But the cover’s very nice.



Gordon R. Dickson------ hy Keith Plunkett

Dickson has again succeeded in combining the worst Vlho
novels in this e^n less worW creation We^th^
dZtan- :?e Bm cohonor»ho fortunately appears only at the beginning and end 

-I- is taken by Harb Mallard, the hardened ’’pro” of the story s title, 
c?rPX of Dickson's popular themes: the oivlMsatlon

* DarharSn Worlds for later exploitation by Barth - ^^'^Sers 
imitation of Harry Harrison’s Deathworld 3_. Like Jason dinAlt, Mallard otters 
S sei^ces ST tribal chieftain to h^ him conquer everone else. And, like 
Sann din Alt Mallard ends up in a cage for his troubles — except that, unlike

—xr "ir—"
X “J,!! E'X'SSS s s.f !.S"E xwawr'
Alan Dean Poster — Alim (jhtqra, 253pp. 95p)
I'm always wa'rr of novelisations of movie ^-ipts^rter ^’e“ ^ttZr how 
ZS1 To essence of its essentially vi^l
nature. (Unless the writer completely alters the emphasis, as happened with 
2001: A sUe dLr^y^hcXiss

frtlst H. “X, Acse’work is probably ^X“s ^^“^^“or 

xreXs:x:xx^ 
seems to have been written in rather a hurry and is distinctly.lacking in 
characterisation — although for once that might not matter, given that i s 
the alien who’s the real ’’star” of the whole thing. Mind you, the quest for 
its identity and origin did sometimes remind me of John W. Campbell s story 
’’Who Goes There?’’ which, filmed as The Thing From Another _Wgr^, could wel 
have been one of scriptwriter Dan 0'Bannon's main sources of inspiration.
Two minor cavils, however. In the first place, the movie is billed asJhorror” 
and not SF, which strikes me as too much of a harking back to the low-grade 
so-called SF movies of the fifties (wherein rubbery tentacled monsters were 
substituted for vampires and zombies) and which thus constitutes somethingo. 
a retrograde step in SF moviemaking? and in the second place, I now know the 
ending before I've seen the movie, dammit J

Alan Dean lb st er — ORPHAN STAR (New English I^^^ 8^
fnhic 1 q the second in the series about Flinx and his minidrag Pip. in which 
Sinx tracks dorn the secret of his parentage, and I have to admit that I find

Z as a whole vexy entertaining. (See what I mean about my paradoxical 
nature?) Foster, when working from his own ideas, is very much a formula writer, 
constructing his humanx galaxy from a variety cf well-used SF elements and ye 
somehow transcending their inherently cliched nature. Orphan Star, however, 
seems Jo Z its wfy in its last fifty pages, the necessary resolutions being 
nushed into the background while the main plot collapses into a welter of 
toock~down-<Lrag-'em-out action that actually resolves little beyond, killing off 
all the villains. But it's fun. The cover is by Tim White, and.isn t as good 
as that he did for The Tar-Aiym Krang, the first book in the series.

Lindsay Gutterldge - CQ1D s- -------- ------------- KTn7ETPINE (Futara, 156pp, 85n), FRATRICIDE lb ..A^Ab 
(Futura, 192PP, 90pl

.. q-i^ht these three books appear little better than a mutant progeny of
The Incredible*Shrinking Man and Fantastic Voyage, but once you ge pas ® 
reason given far the miniaturisation of Matthew Dilke and his team o s 
agents — an experimental solution to the population problem, for God s sake.
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— they shape tip as rather better than either. Mind you, they’re best not 
read one after the other otherwise the continual mierospy-versus-insect 
battles swiftly tend to the routine, the esoteric nature of some of the 
insects notwithstanding. They're good fun, anyway, and just right for long 
train journeys.

Henry Kuttner — MUTANT (Hamlyn, 214PP? 90p)
Another "minor classic" of SF, but this time the label is deserved — and 
full marks to Hamlyn for getting it back into print after so long. There is 
a problem with it, however, and it's the same problem with which all such 
classics are afflicted: they never quite live up to your expectations of 
them — particularly as regards this one, since its basic idea (a subspecies 
of telepaths uneasily coexisting with a larger society of normal men) is one 
that's now lost all its freshness. But Kuttner handled it better than anyone 
else either before or since, and no one can ever rob him of that achievement. 
Apart from which — unlike most of his contemporaries — he could actually 
write:

"By now Cody was at the little park before the long Byzantine 
building. Trees were wilting above the brownish lawns, A shallow 
rectangular pool held goldfish, who gulped hopefully as they swam 
to the surface and flipped down again. The little minds of the 
fish lay open to Cody, minds thoughtless as so many bright, tiny, 
steady flames on little birthday candles, as he walked past the 
pool." (pp 185-6)

(That extract has been quoted manv times before, of course, most notably in 
William Atheling’s (James Blish’s) The Issue At Hand and Brian Aldiss's 
Billion Year Spree; but I'm damned if I'll apologise for quoting it again.) 
Mutant isn't a true novel, having been cobbled up from the five novelettes 
that originally appeared in Astounding (although Hamlyn don’t credit them so, 
and I think they should have done), with the result that a. lot of basic 
information is repeated ad infinitum and the background isn't as fully 
realised as it could have been; but never mind. Without it your collection 
will be forever incomplete.

Fritz Leiber — SWORDS AND DEVILTRY (Mayflower, 191pp, 85p), SWORDS AGAINST 
DEATH (Mayflower, 222pp, 85pJT ~SWRDS Ilf THE MIST (Mayflower, 
I89pp, 85p), SWORDS AGAINST WIZARDRY (Mayflower, 189pp, 85p)

At long last — a uniform British paperback edition (as yet incomplete; The 
Swords Of Lankhmar and Swords And Ice-Magic are still to come as I type these 
stencils) of the Fafhrd and Grey Mouser books. Although superficially mere 
imitation-Howard sword-and-sorcery (wherein wandering barbarians with extra 
muscles where their brains ought to be thunder across an anaohronisn-ridden 
primeval worldscape in search of gold to steal, women to rape and monsters to 
slay), they are actually several cuts above such blatant-’bullshit — not least 
because (apart from occasional unfortunate lapses into a truly horrible 
mock-Jacobean) they’re considerably better-written. You shouldn't miss them.

(But why, oh why, have we had to wait for Leiber to be one of Seacon 79's 
two Guests-of-Honour before getting a uniform British paperback edition of 
his best-known work? Surely publishers aren’t that ignorant of the reading 
publi *s desires?)

Sheila MacLeod — XANTHE AND THE ROBOTS (Penguin, 255PP, 95p)

Mainstream writers who try their hands at SF usually have a hard time of it, 
playing around with concepts that 'to them are as fresh as the morning dew but 
to SF readers are merely yawn-provoking. Not so Sheila MacLeod, who's 
skillfully united the mainstream’s traditional (and rightful) concern with 
character — in this case Xanthe, a robot programmer in a decaying near-future 
society — with SF's traditional (and often superficia.l) concern with ideas 
— in this case experimental robots who, programmed for self-awareness, 
inevitably begin seeking self-determination as well. Which of course makes 
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• + All qound no better than the old pulp "robot rebellion" standby when it's, 
actually nothing of the kind. Here's a quote from page 1051 Xanthe is watcning, 
via^closed-circuit TV, a group.of robots (including "her" Xanthides) conversing 
amongst themselves in their waiting room:

"I couldn't help thinking of Descartes, and I began to understand why 
Xanthides had found so many of that philosopher s dicta. so pecu larly 
apposite to his own condition. The robots were thinking, feeling, 
knowing wanting, and, therefore, knew themselves to exist. Was 
Descartes thus vindicated? But then I remembered Lichtenberg s maxim: 
it thinks, one ought to say. In the circumstances, it couldn t have 
been more apt. But if the robots' position could be.summed up in the 
phrase: cogitat, ergo sum, could mine, as one of their creators, e 
nnTnTnarisedas~cogito, ergo sunt? The feeling of power this proposition 
lent me was immediately cancelled out by an equally strong feeling 
powerlessness. My robots were now out of my control, io them, I was 
as dead as Nietzsche's God."

This is in other words, a novel of philosophical speculation, one light-years 
removed’from the contrived self-justifying pseudo-variety served up by Heinlein 
and others of his ilk, dealing deeply and profoundly with the problems o 
adjustment and integration posed by our apparently runaway technology. And 

is aware of SF's robot heritage is amply demonstrated by the 
between Xanthe and the retired scientist Coningsby on page 167:that MacLeod 

conversation

"But 
well 
'But

Coningsby rejected my quotation of First Law. ’That’s all,very 
when robotic interpretation of such programming is fixed, he said, 
you must admit that all such interpretation is becoming more 

flexible. Of course it is. Philophrenics were intended to be flexible. 
And now they no longer exist in a static relationship to you or o e 
Institute, or to the rest of the external world.’

"'But they still can’t refute their programming,' I objected, they 
iust can’t. Even Phidias hasn't done that.'
° "'Ah!' said Coningsby. 'What Phidias has done makes a good example oi 
what I've been trying to tell you. He has not refuted his programming, 

in doing so, he has caused h®rm to 
amounts to refutation, in practical

but he has reinterpreted it and,
Phidia. So 
terms.1"

Thus is Asimov shot 
Xanthe, daughter of

his reinterpretation

through it all MacLeod's focus on. 
the Philophrenic robots, never slips;

and from Xanthe's involvement in her work, with her concomitant loss of interest 
in interpersonal relationships and the entire outside w'orld in general \ ®
main reason for the novel's sparsely detailed socio-political background) i s 
obvious that MacLeod intends her to stand as an analogue of all those scientists 
so concerned to push back the frontiers of knowledge that they have no time to 
spare to ponder the consequences of their actions. Which I suppose makes this 
a somewhat antitechnological novel, but MacLeod wisely avoids giving any hard 
and fast answers to the questions she raises; and it is in consequence all the 
more th ught-provoking. It probably won't be to everyone's taste: as the above 
quotes will have made clear, the.action is that of character, not of.plot 
but to avoid it on those grounds alone would be ridiciilous. I d hesitate to 
call it the best SF novel of the year (since it was first published in hardback 
in', late 1977 anyway, and without being labelled as SF to boot), but it's 
certainly one of the best novels I've read in the past seven months. May you

down in flames! But 
the man who invented

also think the same.

Spider & Jeanne Robinson — STARDANCE (Futura, £1 »10)
Reviewed by Dave Langford

Award-winning novellas like the Robinsons' "Stardance" have this way of swelling 
to novels while you're not looking, though this time the cycle wasn t completed. 
"Stardance II" (occupying over two-thirds of Stardance) missed Hugo nomination 
in 1979. Thank goodness.
The original novella is a slick tear-jerker: lovely girl can't fit into tedious, 
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played-out Earthbound dance conventions, so fiddles her x*ay to chance of ±ree- 
fall dancing by prostituting everything but her talent to wicked, orbital 
industrialist. Alas, free-fall ravages her heart as she invents and performs 
preliminary dances, aided by tragic narrator who's hurt his leg and can't 
dance either; wicked industrialist tires of her before she reaches the big 
one, the Stardance without which all that's gone before will be meaningless 
and not make much money; but just as she's leaving, conveniently menacing 
aliens appear and look as threatening as little coloured lights can, whereupon 
she dances in empty space, using little jets of course, and wordlessly 
communicates tragedy, despair, ambition, hope, need, fear, hunger, loneliness, 
alienation, entropy, folly, paradox, existential futility and how wonderful 
it is to be human — all this whilst wearing a pressurised spacesuit.
Realising that humanity is capable of such awe-inspiring schmaltz, the aliens 
retreat while our heroine, lifework over, commits meteoric self-immolation 
and the narrator awakens after mere months to the fact that his leg's OK in 
space so he can play the piano again.
So much for the award-winning part. Next comes an account of the vicissitudes 
of the narrator's free-fall School of Dance, until in true "Cold Equations 
style he and his wife find themselves doomed, adrift and unable to get back 
before the oxygen runs out, while absolutely no scheduled spacecraft can save 
them; there is time for a tear or two before along comes this secret 
unscheduled craft to transport various diplomats and dancers for more wordless 
words with the aliens, now lurking out Saturn way. En route the dancers 
decide that they themselves are superior, evolved people. The aliens confirm 
this and reveal their own supreme benevolence, offering immortality, telepathy 
and symbiotic spacesuits they've lifted from John Varley; after scuffles with 
the evil US diplomat and the nice but misguided Chinese one, there comes an 
ending of concentrated happiness, as easy to swallow as ten pounds of icing, 
sugar; all human problems are solved, all the mysterious coincidences by xjhich 
the plot has lurched along (and about which even the characters have expressed, 
suspicion) piove to be machinations of the friendly aliens and, oh joy, the 
poor doomed heroine whose tragedy gave the first part its sole (if contrived) 
point is not dead after all....

Robert Sheckley — TEE STATUS CIVILISATION (Penguin, 142PP, 75p)

Congratulations to Penguin for getting this back into print; it, like Henry 
Kuttner's Mutant, is one of those few novels that genuinely deserve to be . 
called a "minor classic". Originally copyrighted 1960, it concerns the trials 
and tribulations of one Will Barrent, accused of a crime he doesn't remember 
committing and shipped off to the prison planet Omega, where life is a weirdly 
inverted parody of present-day Earth. It's a. glorious book, demonstrating to 
the full Sheckley's unmatched talent for comic philosophical debate. "Voltaire 
and soda", as Brian Aldiss once described him. Get it.'

Robert Silverberg -- COLLISON COURSE (Ace/LSP, iSOpp, 95p)

Originally published in the July 1959 Amazing.Stories, then as part of an Ace 
Double in 1961, and now reprinted with a new introduction by the author.. The 
introduction, explaining hox^ he came' to write it and shedding valuable light 
on John W. Campbell's peculiar (not to say half-assed) editorial th&ories, is 
by far the most interesting', since the novel itself •— dealing with the 
confrontation between the expanding Terran and alien Norglan empires was 
written in about three weeks flat and can't be considered as anything other 
than strictly minor Silverberg. Damned if I can see why he allowed it (and 
other of his early novels) back into print. For Silverberg completists only, 
I suppose — but I'm just such a. completist, so there.

Rob Swigart — A.K.A.; A. COSMIC FABLE (Magnum, 226pp, 95p)

"In 1954 the American Government stated that the sexual orgone power 
discovered by Wilhelm Reich did not exist. But in the 21st century Avery K.
Augenblaue, possibly the richest man in the world, head of a thousand 
companies, took off in a pretzel-shaped spaceship powered by this hypothetical 
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blue substance. His departure led to bizarre behaviour, disappearances and 
suspicion. His return, ten years later, is awaited with religious fervour y 
thousands of disciples of the blue Light." Thus the opening lines of tne cover 
blurb, and nothing could sound less promising — but having read Swigart s. 
previous novel, Little America, set in and around an enormous highway.service 
area in Wyoming,~I knew roughly what to expect. And I wasn't disappointed:

"'Do you realise what the real secret of Akley Republican is, Ed?’ 
Akley*s voice dropped to a, hoarse croak so conspiratorial that ha had 
to lean forward to hear; his large ear, with its tiny explosions of 
coarse hair, hovered inches from A.K.’s mouth.

"’The secret of this compnay is, Make cheap and sell dear^. Do you 
understand what that means, Ed? It means that Akley Republican 
Furniture makes CRAP.’ Frankly, Ed,’ A.K. continued, 'if you brush 
against one of our coffee tables it topples over sideways like a 
slaughtered steer: its legs collapse, the screws pul? out of the bottom, 
if you catch my meaning. The stuff is simply no damn good. But people 
love it, they gobble it up, we can't manufacture it fast enough. It’s 
really amazing what people will buy.’" (p.28)

And so on and so on all through the novel: with a. plot-line that flashes 
backwards and forwards through time and a cast of thoroughgoing eccentrics, 
Swigart sets up and knocks down target after target with a marvellous tongue-m 
-cheek gusto — not least the disciples of the Blue Light themselves, whom he 
must surely intend to stand for all the adherents of all the nut-cults that so 
plague modern America. (And I do mean "modern America"; although labelled as 
SF, I doubt it even qualifies as borderline — but so what ?), Prudes will 
probably object to the good-time sex thickly layered over the novel and thus 
miss its point: for Swigart is also sending up the whole Cosmopolitan/Forum 
schtick with which our contemporary liberated morality is so pseudily obsessed, 
but the rest of you should have no cause for complaint. Besides, you’ll also 
get some of the most superlatively daft metaphors I've ever come across: ’"We’re 
just fine, Nurse Thinger,1 said Lamplighter in a voice like a dustpan full of 
ceramic lobsters falling down an elevator shaft." (p.71) Raymond Chandler never 
had it so good!

Jack Vance — TRULLION: ALASTOR 2262 (Mayflower, 229pp, 85pl
~~ Reviewed by Keith Plunkett

Trullion. "a. beautiful waterworld of fens, mists, idyllic islands set in clear 
oceans" (to quote from the rather misleading blurb) is the setting of this novel, 
filled with all the richness of detail we've come to expect from Vance.
Unfortunately at the expense of a plot.... g^gXipn can be divided into three 
roughly equal parts: in the first, Vance ambles through the setting-up.of his 
world, aided by the usual scores of footnotes (so many, in fact, that it might 
have been better if he’d listed them alphabetically at the back) and a.prologue 
devoted to the Connatic (absolute ruler of the Alastor Cluster) which is totally 
irrelevant, while all that happens is that the main protagonist, Glynnes Hulden, 
returns home from space to find that his family have indiscriminately sold off 
a valuable piece of property, And so we move into the second part where,_needing 
to raise the money to buy it back, Hu?.den bakes up hussade, a team game whose 
sole object is to" denude the opposition's virgin shierl maiden; or be paid a 
ransom for not doing so. Vance loses interest in tedious descriptions of these 
games long after we, and eventually space pirates break up th- final game by 
kidnapping its audience, u. ssave thus forgotten, we move into part three where, 
by contrived plotting on Vance1':: part, Hulden manages to intercept the ransom 
money paid for the kidnapped audience and, because the pirates are eventually 
captured and their hostages released, keeps it for himself.

This is, in ther words, a typical Vance novel, its collection of partially, 
related scenes held together only by the presence of the central character in 
each. And while I enjoyed it, I wish he’d found something better to do with 
the world of Trullion.
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John Varley — TIW (Mitura, ?02pp, £1-25)

Time at last for the horrible truth: John Varley strikes me as one of the 
most grotesquely overrated new writers to have arrived in SF since....well, 
since Joe Haldeman, Sir's previous most grotesquely overrated new writer. To 
lay it on the line: Varley cannot create convincing characters, cannot create 
believable dialogue, cannot create plausible backgrounds, cannot create 
logical plots (that of his first novel, The Ophiuchi Hotline, consisted of 
little more than a. series of vaguely related events held together solely by 
their appearance in chronological order, and the book could almost have been 
read in reverse for all the difference it would have made), and, to cap it 
all off, he can’t even write (he himself has said that his style is derived 
from Larry Niven's, which is more or less an indictment in itself).

Despite which, Titan does seem marginally better than The Ophiuchi Hotline, 
not least because it actually has a plot5 but that’s about its only 
praiseworthy aspect since it is otherwise one of the most self-indulgently 
plagiaristic novels I've ever read, openly acknowledging — via one of its 
character’s interest in SF —its debt to Clarke’s 2001: A Space Odyssey, 
Heinlein’s Orphans Of The Sky, Herbert’s Dune, and God only knows what else. 
About the only source not mentioned by name is Niven’s Ringworld, probably 
because Varley knew that once he let that slip out even the dimmest of his 
readers would realise what he was about and give up in disgust. '(As I would 
have done, but for promising myself I’d write this review.) And, as with 
Ringworld, Varley's marooned astronaut-explorers trek their way across a 
small portion of the artificial world of Gaea, befriending the natives and 
eventually discovering why it's breaking down in an ending of such 
anticlimactic whimsy that I’ll swear it was lifted straight from an Enid 
Blyton children’s story, in the process laying the foundations for at least 
one sequel; and, also as with Ringworld, we learn more about the artificial 
world than we do about the characters, all of whom seem to have been cut 
from the same lump of recycled cardboard and are hence as memorable as last 
week’s court notices, and who'are the same at the end of the novel as they 
were at the beginning. (When, oh when, will SF writers learn that fiction is 
about characters experiencing personal change, and not about clever-clever 
ideas? And when will Varley realise that his 1949-derived clever-clever 
ideas look as trite as all hell up here in 1979?)

That Varley has gained such swift popularity within the SF community I find 
saddening; too much praise too early in a writer’s career'can damage him by 
leading him to believe that he’s doing all right as he is, and that there’s' 
nothing needing improvement; which in his case is just not true. I daresay, 
however, that Titan will somehow add to his rapidly growing reputation; and 
if it wins the Hugo as the best novel of the year at the 1980 Worldcon I won’t 
be in the least bit surprised, the majority of Hugo voters being almost 
notorious for their love of such unimaginative adventure stories. As for 
myself, the only real recommendation I can give Titan is that you avoid it 
like the plague.

Hugh Walker — WAR-GAMER’S WORLD (MAGIRA 1) (Paw/LSP, jbOpp, £1-10)
Reviewed by Ian Maule

The cover blurb states Hugh Walker to be "an outstanding Science Fiction 
novelist"....he may be, but this translation from the German by Christine 
Priest strikes me as clumsy and inept. Characters seem to react with 
sickening "rapidity”, the High. Priestess "suddenly" realises she doesn’t 
care for the work she's been performing for years, Thuon "suddenly" accepts 
his mission; for all I know he "suddenly” comes to terms with having two 
legs — I skimmed much of it.

So what’s it all about? It's set on an imaginary world designed by a group 
of wargamers, with one of the designers being drawn into the game as a 
character by the powers of darkness; but apart from that I’ve no clear idea. 
Perhaps the whole plot will "suddenly" become clear in volume 97 of the 
series. An appallingly dull book.
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Marion Zimmer Bradley — THE PLANET SAVERS (Arrow, 1l6pp, 80pl THE_W0R1B 
WRECKERS (Arrow, 21 5j^._ 95jlL x

—------------ (Reviewed by Alan Borey)

the’ 
flaqh on the back cover — they have to emphasise the crudity of the graphics 
£repeating a portion of the design along with that flash The^lajwtJaj^a, 
originally published by Ace in 1962, manages to break the 100-page mc.rk by tie 
inclusion^bf a hastily-written short story entitled "The Waterfall". The only 
redeeming feature about this particular book is that Arrow have kept it back 
from the^disceming eyes of the UK readership for so long. One wonuers for 
h«h £Z”thf publishers will he content with the SJ bubble before rt 
collapses in upon itself like a vandalised belisha beacon. ------- ----------- .
is neither poor'nor worthy; it stumbles along at a sedentary pace, occasional y 
sparking into life like a roman candle with rainwater on its fuse, 
always less than satisfactory. If Worldwreckers, Inc., an ^^ground 
organisation dedicated to plundering planets, is your idea of fun then 
a book to be read. I'd prefer to start my own company under the title of 
Novel Wreckers (Artwork a Speciality) Incorporated. Any takers-

The World Wreckers

is

of

IF F IS FOR FICTION, THEN....
The aptly-named Gemehack Delusion held that SJ actually was fiotlorr about 
sohneo; a thoroughly ludicrous notion with a,thankfully short UJ. although 
there are certain dinosaurs who prefer to believe otherwise). Even s , 
don't see why that should prevent me from mentioning various works of non- 
fiction that you might find of interest. For instance: Steven Weinberg s 
ptrsi Shret Minutes (fbntana, 190pp, £1-20), which uses our current knowle^e 
of nuclear physics to provide a blow-by-blow account of the origin of t.e 
universe: the Big Bang itself, invoking a genuine sense of wonder but 
requiring a fair amount of perseverance to assimilate its complex introductory 
chapters. As its antithesis, there's Paul Davies's Stardoom (Fontana, 219PP? 
95p), mainly concerned with the probable end of the universe- it seems-that .. 
continuous expansion and final heat death is now more likely than gravitational 
collapse back tc a point singularity... .and I just wish I could, .
Closer to home is Timothy Ferris's The Red Limit (Corgi,.208pp, ~1 25), ' 
considers the evolution of our modem.cosmological theories over the past 
hundred-odd years via the work of the astronomers who formulated them, and is 
written with marvellous clarity and insight; the best of the three, I thn c.

And thus does my first issue of Paperback Parlour draw to its inevitable close, 
reasons of space, were reviews of the best magazine fiction 

(like what Orson Scott Card does in Science Fiction 
" — although I might as well

Omitted., for obvious
of the past seven months , 
Review, only better); next time, with any luck .
tell'you now that my favourite magazine is Fantasy & Science liction, which 
should give you some idea of the slant to expect. Also next time; reviews of 
Piers Anthony's The Source Of Magic (Del Rey/Futura,_J26pp, 85p), a sequel o 
his earlier A Spell For Chameleon; Fredric Brow's Nightmares And Geezen_stack£ 
(Bantam/Corgi, 18^7^5p), forty-seven vignettes by a master of the fom; and 
Martin Green's The Earth Again Redeemed (Sphere, 359PP» £1°50), a parallel 
world story in which Europe never conquered Africa. Which reminds me to extend 
mv grateful thanks to those publishers who sent along review copies of their 
books; and also, belatedly, to Philip Stephenson-Payne for all the work he put 
in on previous issues of this magazine. K
A.s I type this it’s less than four weeks to Seacon. Strange how these things 
tend to rush you at the last moment. See you there, and mine s a Cinzano.


